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Lion Miter Trimmer

Parts List
T-1 ............................... Bed
T-2 .............. Knife Carriage
T-3 ........................ Top Rail
T-4,5 ....... Left or Right Post
T-6,7 ... Left or Right Gauge
T-8 ............................. Gear
T-9 .......................... Handle
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T-10A ... Pin Stop Assembly
T-26 .................. Gib Spring
T-17 ............. Gauge Spring
T-22 ....... Eccentric Washer
T-25 ......... Carrying Handle
T-14 ............. Thumb Screw
T-11 .............. Set of Knives

Measuring Attachment for Picture Framing (#03F13)
Measures and miters at the rabbet, two or more pieces to the
exact same length, making duplicate opposite sides - up to  28".
Extension to 60" available.

Top Trimmer for Moldings (#03P23)
To use when trimming moldings, the outside edge of which is
tapered, hollow, or curved, making them hard to hold. Clamp to
either gauge to take advantage of the flat, stable part of the wood
so there is no rocking when cutting.

Care and Feeding of your Lion Miter Trimmer
Welcome to a world of perfect miters! Your Lion Miter Trimmer is
a very sharp tool. It has to be to do it’s job, so treat it with care
and caution.

Never touch the cutting edge of the blades with your hand or body.

Always use one hand to hold the material you are cutting and one
hand on the operating handle.

Always return the knives to their center position after use. Remove
the operating handle when not in use.

Never operate this tool when under the influence of judgement-
impairing substances.

Keep out of children’s
reach.

When moving the Trim-
mer, always use carry
handle.

Tips and Hints for use
The Lion Miter Trimmer
has been made since before 1900 and trims wood, hard or soft. A
general rule of thumb is the harder the wood, the thinner the cut.
Thus, one can cut more from than oak or maple.

Miter Cuts
To make a miter cut, precut the wood
slightly oversize (1/4" or so) and then trim
each end with the Trimmer. When making
many cuts the same length, you might find
that using the Measuring Attachment speeds things up and
ensures accuracy.

Bevels
To miter angles other than 45°, depress the pin
stop and loosen the thumb screw to move
gauge. Use a protractor or adjustable bevel
square to set the desired angle. You do not
need to tighten the thumb screw with anything other than your fingers,
using too much force will break the Gauge.

Square Cuts
Set your gauge to 90° and trim your wood to
the desired length.

Compound Miters
To make a compound miter, you should
make your miter cut on the Trimmer and
then using a block, tip the wood to the
desired angle, and make a second cut.

Rounds
Draw the shape you want and then use a
series of cuts to achieve your round. It
helps sometimes to remove one or both
gauges to make it easier.

Chamfers
To make a chamfer cut, first cut the piece at
90°. Then, using a block, cut bevels around
each side.

Blade Talk
Your Trimmer is made to last a lifetime. If you notice that the blades
are pushing the wood away, this means that it is time to sharpen
your knives. Center your knives in the track and remove the
operating handle. Tip the Trimmer back and remove the screws
holding the knives. Put the tape on the cutting edge and wrap
carefully and send to manufacturer with a check (see color
brochure for amount) and they will regrind and hone the blades. If
you have the knack, you can touch-up the secondary angle on
your blades with a stone. If you have a bench grinder with a buffing
wheel, it helps to use some buffing compound and lightly buff the
cutting edge to remove burrs.

Trimmer Adjustments
45° Adjustment: Loosen the pinstop screw a little bit and tap
gently to reset the 45°. You can check this by getting two straight
pieces of wood and cutting a 45° on each one, on the same side of
the trimmer. Put them together and check with a square. Readjust
the pin-stop if necessary.

90° Adjustment: The 90° is set by an eccentric brass washer. To
reset, simply loosen the screw and turn the washer until the gauge
will stop at 90°. Tighten screw.

Maintenance
Every six months or so, it is a good idea to
put grease or lubricant in the track that the

knives slide in. This decreases wear on your
trimmer. In geographical areas of salt air or

dampness, it is advisable to periodically spray
your trimmer with WD-40 to protect it against

environmental effects.
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